TEAM MEMBER FOR ARCHITECTURAL ILLUSTRATION AND COMMUNICATION WANTED

In the heart of Altona, our international team of 35 combines technical knowledge with artistic creativity. The preferences are as different as the people themselves: Be it the smell of fresh concrete, the scratching pencil on the sketch roller or the feel of soft felt. What unites us is the belief in the best buildings - and that we make a contribution with our work. Our secret recipe? Primarily the team, which has the opportunity to develop individually and to develop their own areas of responsibility thanks to our structured, independent and agile work processes.

What else speaks for us?

• Working in a modern office environment in a listed building in the heart of Hamburg
• Exciting projects in the areas of school, residential and commercial construction
• A culture based on knowledge sharing
• Structured and agile work environment in a growing company
• Diverse opportunities for personal and professional development
• Flexible working hours and mobile office option
• Ergonomic office chairs and electronically height-adjustable desks for the 40-15-5 method
• And regular team events: We organize archi slams, do joint art or Architectural tours or canoe trips or go together to our favorite pizza place

Since we are not running out of ideas anytime soon, we are looking for support (m/f/d) for architectural illustration and -communication. What exactly does that mean?

• Creation of common architectural representations such as 3D visualizations, pictograms, perspectives and plan graphics
• Creation of presentations and posters for acquisition and competition submissions
• Further development of the corporate design as well as brand identity with the marketing / PR department
• Conceptual collaboration in the development and implementation of new formats and campaigns
• Development and design of portfolios and flyers (print and online)

In addition to a clearly structured way of working and an open-minded nature, the following knowledge and skills are desirable:

• Completed studies in the field of architecture or graphic design
• Reliable interpretation and implementation of architectural documents and plans
• Confident and experienced handling of MS-Office and Adobe Creative Suite
• Distinct flair for graphics, design and photography
• Conscientious, independent way of working and fast comprehension skills
• Interest in developing innovative forms of presentation in the field of VR, motion design or animation
• Non-Plus-Ultra: Passion and interest for social and ecological sustainability topics
• Fluent business English

We look forward to getting to know you personally.
Maximilian Bülk receives your application including salary expectations in advance at jobs@abj-architekten.de